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This paper will be concerned with results related to 
the orbit of a point and the orbit of a component under a 
continuous transformation. Chapter I is an introductory 
chapter where the definitions of orbit and related terms 
are given. The fundamental properties of transitive con-
tinuous functions are developed in Chapter II. In a major 
portion of the paper, it is assumed that the topological 
spaces are compact , connected, metric spaces. In the 
chapter, some necessary and sufficient conditions are 
established for a function f to be transitive at a point x 
in the topological space. Chapter III is devoted primarily 
to the construction of transitive continuous functions. 
Examples of transitive continuous functions on the closed 
unit interval and on the open unit interval are given. 
In Chapter IV a theorem of G. E. Schweigert concerning 
the limit set of a closed component orbit under a periodic 
function in a compact metric space will be generalized. The 
same result is obtained in a compact Hausdorff space with a 
continuous, componentwise periodic, monotone transformation. 
The summary of all results is given in Chapter V. 
Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the 
end of the paper. For example , (3, 720) refers to biblio-
graphy reference number 3, page 720. 
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This paper will be devoted to the consideration of cer-
tain results in connection with the orbit of a point and the 
orbit of a component under a continuous transformation. In 
particular, the theory of transitive continuous functions is 
developed in Chapter II. In a major portion of the paper 
it is assumed that the spaces are compact, connected, metric 
spaces. 
The concept -of transitive functions is not new. 
However, in the past it seems that the notion of transitive 
functions has been reserved for homeomorphisms. The con-
cept of transitive functions is related to what was known 
as the Ergodic Hypothesis which was introduced about 1879 
by two physicists, Ludwig Bolzman and James Maxwell. This 
hypothesis states that any system will return to its orig-
inal state after a sufficiently long time. This theory was 
not very acceptable; however, the Quasi-Ergodic Hypothesis 
introduced by P. and T. Ehrenpst is probably true for all 
systems of interest. It states that after sufficiently 
long time any system will return arbitrarily close to its 
original state. 
Quasi-Ergodic theory aroused considerable interest in 
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measure preserving transformations. Oxtobey generalized the 
notion to homeomorphisms ~4j . Schweige rt defined a compo~ 
nent orbit for a pointwise periodic transformation, and has 
shown that the limit set of a convergent sequence of closed 
component orbits is a closed component orbit (5). This 
result will be generalized in Chapter III. 
Some of the definitions and notation that are needed in 
this paper are the following: 
Notation : f will denote a continuous mapping on a 
topological space X to X. Let 
F = {g:g = fn for some non-negative integer n} where by 
definition f 0 (x) = x. 
Definition 1.1: Let ACF and x~x. The A-orbit of x 
will be 
{y:y = g(x), geA} 
and will be denoted by xA. 
Definition 1.2: The A-orbit closure of x shall mean 
the closure of xA and is denoted by x'A. 
Definition 1.3: A point X€X is called a transitive 
point of X with respect to F (or just transitive) if xF = X. 
Definition 1.4: A subset Y of Xis called A-invariant 
under ACF if Y(A-e) = U g(Y) = Y, where e is the identity 
g€.(A-e) 
mapping. 
Definition 1.5: If there is a point x irt X s~ch that :x 
is , transitive. ·-with re,s:pec t t'q -F; ··then.:.we-:'c"llilJ:: :_ssy .: that , (X; F) 
is transitive . 
Definition 1.6: A mapping f of a topological space X 
to a topological space Y is interior if and o,nly if the 
3 
image of each open set is open. 
CH.AP'l'ER II 
PROPERTIES OF TRANSITIVE CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
Some examples of functions that have transitive points 
will be constructed in Chapter III. Verification of that 
construction will depend upon the theory developed in 
Chapter II. It will especially use the characterizations of 
a transitive point with respect to F given in Theorem 2.3 
and the Corollary to Theorem 2.3. A characterization of an 
F-invariant, nonempty, open subset is given in Theorem 2.4 
and Theorem 2.5 provided Fis generated by an interior 
transformation, and the relation of an F-invariant open 
subset which is dense in the space to an F-invariant proper 
closed subset of the space is given in Theorem 2. 8. 
Throughout the chapter, examples are given, whenever 
it seems appropriate, to show that certain conditions of 
theorems cannot be relaxed and still obtain the same result. 
The following theorem gives a characterization of a 
transitive point in an arbitrary topological space. 
Theorem 2 .1: Let X be an arbitrary topological space. 
A point x in Xis a transitive point with respect to F if 
and only if, given any non-empty open subset V of X, there 
is a gE.F such that g(x)E.V . 
Proof: This follows immediately from the trivially 
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equivalent fact that a set A is everywhe re dense if and only 
if eve ry open set contains a point of A. 
The next theorem characteriz e s the set of transitive 
points in a connected T1 -space . 
Theorem 2.2: Let X be a connected T1 space. If there 
is a point x that is transitive with respect to F, then 
there is a dense subset Y of X such that if y£Y, then y is 
transitive with respect to F. In particular, the set of 
iterates of a transitive point is an everywhere dense set 
of transitive points. 
Proof: Let A = !J.ofn(x) where xis transitive. Since 
A is dense, then A= X. Suppose the set of transitive 
points is not dense. Then some point of A is not tran-
sitive. Let k be the smallest positive integer such that 
k f (x) is not transitive. Now k~l since 0 x=f (x) is 
transitive . Let y 
k-1 
= f (x), then y is a transitive point 
aJ> 
and f(y) is not. Let B = {Y} and C = ntJ.lfn(y). Then 
G/X, in particular since c~G, y~C. Since Xis a connected 
T1 -space and B c onsists of a single pointy, B=B/X. 
However, B UC=n'Jc/nC-;;=X and BUC = BUG in any topologicaL 
space. By above Bnc =¢and B = B , so B/)C = ¢ . He.nee 
X = B UG, two closed disjoint sets contradicting the con -
nectedness of X. 
Remark : From this point on, X will denote a compact, 
connected metric space unless it is specified otherwise. 
A characterization of transitive points in a compact, 
connected metric space will now be given. This theorem 
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will be used extensively in Chapter III to prove that the 
example s given there are actua l ly transitive. 
Theorem 2.3: The pair (X,F) is transitive if and only 
if , given two arbitrary non-empty open subsets U and V of X, 
then UFnv 'f ¢. 
Proof: Assume (X,F) is transitive. Let U and V be two 
arbitrary open subsets of X. Since U is open and xF = X, 
there is a point y in xF such that y E: U. Thus, by Theorem 
2. 2, yF = X which means that yF n V 'f ¢. Therefore, there 
is an element gin F such that g(y) is in v. Thus, 
g(U) n V 'f ¢ which means that UF n V 'f ¢. 
Suppose that for two arbitrary open subsets U and V of 
X we have UFnv I¢. This means that there is an element g 
in F such that g(u)nv "f ¢. Since Xis a compact metric 
space, we choose a covering of X as follows: For each n let 
vni, i = 1, 2 ' . . . ' kn, be a finite covering of X such 
that the diameter of each V ni 
is less than 1/n. Let u 10 be 
a spherical neighborhood in X with diameter less than one. 
By assumption u 10Fnv1 1 'f ¢ . Thus, there is an element 
gll of F such that g11 (u10) n v 11 'f ¢. Let Ull be a spher-
ical neighborhood of X such that U11CU10 and g11CU11)CV11· 
In general, define a spherical neighborhood u 1k such that 
u1kc Ul(k-1), k = 2, 3, · · ·, kn and g1k(u1k)C~ Vlk. 
kn 
Define U20 = i90u 1 k = u 1k and continue inductively. 
co n 
then there is a point pin (J1U-- and it follows that n= no 
pFnv 'f ¢ for an arbitrary open subset V of X. Hence 
pF = X. 
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Corolla.EL:. The pair ex,F) is transitive if and only if 
for any open subset U of X, it i s true that u'F' = X. 
Proof: This follows immediately from the theorem. 
The following example shows that Theorem 2.3 is not 
true in an arbitrary topological space. 
Example 2.1: Let X be the unit interval with the fol-
lowing topology. A subset U of Xis open if and only if the 
complement of U is countable. Let F be the identity map, e. 
Now if U and V are nonempty open subsets of X, we have 
eeu) n V = un V I¢. The orbit of a point x is just the 
point x, ·uhere':ffofe iF;/x ahd there ar.e no transitive points. 
Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.5 will serve to decide when 
(X, F) is transitive provided Fis generated by an interior 
transformation f. It is noted that the condition that F be 
generated by an interior transformation is not required in 
Theorem 2.4. We follow Theorem 2.5 with an example which 
shows that the condition that f be an interior transforma-
tion cannot be relaxed to the condition that the generating 
function f be a monotone transformation. 
Theorem 2.4: If ex, F) is transitive, then every F-
invariant, non-empty, open subset of Xis everywhere dense 
in X . 
Proof: Suppose that ex, F) is transitive. Let Ube an 
arbitrary open subset of X such that U is F-invariant. It 
will now be shown that U is everywhere dense in X. 
Suppose U is not everywhere dense in X, then there 
·exists a non-empty open subset V of X such that unv = ¢. 
Since ex, F) is transitive, then by Theor em 2.2, there is a 
pointy in U such that yF = X . Now Vis a non-empty open 
subset of X thus there is an element g / e in F such that 
gey)e.V. This means that geu)f'IV/f3, but U is· F-i._rjvarl'a~l so -~- -:... ' . 
geu) ~ U for every g ~·-hr-'F. Therefo,;-~ U ti v;,1¢ contra.ry<:t;o~ ·-. 
assumption : and U is everywhere dense in x. 
Theorem 2. 5 -: If F is generated by an interior trans-
formation f, and every F-invariant open subset of Xis 
everywhere dense in X, then ex, F) is transitive. 
Proof: Assume that ex, F) is not transitive. Then 
there exist two open subsets U and V of X such that 
UFnV =¢by Theorem 2.3. Let f be the interior trans-
formation that generates F. Now 
UF = U Ufeu) U · U fneu)U · 
is F-invariant and UF is open because it is the union of 
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open sets since fin an interior transformation. It is seen 
that U = UF is not everywhere dense in X because UF n V = ¢, 
and this contradicts the fact that every F-invariant open 
subset of Xis everywhere dense in X. 
Example 2.2:. Let X = (0, lJ with the usual topology. 
Define f ex) = -! for all x e: X. Since there are no F-invar-
iant open subsets of X, the hypothesis of the theorem is 
satisfied vacuously, but obviously ex,F) is not transitive. 
The following three theorems deal with F-invariant 
subsets when ex, F) is transitive. In particular, Theorem 
2.8 will deal with the relationship between F-invariant 
open subsets and F-invariant closed subsets. 
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Theorem 2.6: If (X, F) is transit i ve then every F-
invariant, prope r , closed, s ubse t of Xis nowhere dense in 
x. 
Proof: Suppose (X, F) is transitive and His a proper, 
closed, F-invariant subset of X which is not nowhere dense. 
Then, since His closed, there is an open subset U of X such 
that UC H = H which means that every open subset V of U 
contains points of H. 
By Theorem 2.3 we have, for any two non-empty open sub-
sets v1 and· V2 of X, V1F n V2 '/ ¢. Choose a covering of X as 
follows: For each n let the set Vni, i = 1, 2, · · ·, kn, 
be a finite covering of X such that the diameter of each 
Vni is less than I/n. Let U10 be a spherical neighborhood 
in H with diameter less than one and by Theorem 2.3, 
u 10F nv11 f. ¢ thus there is an element g11 in F such that 
gll (U10) n V f. ¢. Define u 11 so that u 11 C u 10 and 
In general, define u 1k, k = 2, 3, 
such that u 1kc Ul(k-l), and there is an element g1k in F 
such that g1k(u1k)CV1k. Let S1 be 
hood of diameter less than one such 
a spherical neighbor-,. 
k1 
that S1C n U1k and let 
k=l 
D1 = S 1 n H. Then D1 is nonempty. Continue inductively in 
the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 to obtain two 
sequences {DJ and {sn1· Now H is closed hence there is a 
ca ~ -, · · n - n · poiIJ.t p _1.n n=lDn-:: n::l~n· Furtherm·ore p is' transftive with 
respect to F by construction. Since p belongs to H, then 
H must be everywhere dense in X because His F-invariant. 
But His closed and, therefore, H = H which means that 
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H = X. This contradicts the assumption tha t H was a proper 
subset of X. 
Theorem 2.7: For any set X and F generated by any 
function f:x~x, a subset Y of Xis F-invariant if and only 
if f(Y) = Y, where f is the function which generates F. 
Proof: Let f(Y) =HI Y. Since Y is F-invariant and 
f (Y) = H, then certainly Y = U g(Y) .;2 H. Thus there is a 
ge:(F-e) 
n 
pointy in Y such that y is not in H. Now f (Y)C.H for all 
n21 and thus Yg~(~-~)y)CH~Y. Hence f(Y) = Y. 
If f(Y) = Y, tnen for all gin F-e, g(Y) = Y. Hence, 
LJ g(Y) = Y and Y ~is F-invariant. 
g E: (F-e) · 
Theorem 2.8: Let F be generated by an interior trans-
formation f. Every F-invariant open subset of Xis every-
where dense in X if and only if every F-invariant proper 
closed subset of Xis nowhere dense in X. 
Proof: Suppose that every F-invariant open subset of 
X is everywhere dense in X and suppose there exists a proper 
closed subset Hof X such that His not nowhere dense in X. 
Since His closed, and His not nowhere dense, then H con-
tains a nonempty open subset U. Let Uo be the interior of 
H . Suppose that His F- invariant, then since u0CH we have 
u0F CH. Now by assumption F is generated by an interior 
transformation, thus u0F is open. But Uo is the maximal 
open subset of F and u0Fc H therefore UoFC Uo. Hence, Uo 
is an F-invariant open set and thus by assumption is every-
where dens ~ in X. Thus D'oC H = H = X, a nd this contradicts 
the fact ~hat H was a proper subset of X. 
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Suppose that every F-invarian t proper closed subset of 
Xis nowhere dense in X. Suppos e furth e r that there exists 
an open subset U of X which is F-invariant and not every·-
where dense in X. By Theorem 2 . 7, f(U) = U and since f is 
continuous f (U)C U. Also f(U).:::, U and, therefor~_, contains 
U since f(U) is closed. ·· 
Therefore, U is nowhere dense in X since it is F-
invariant. This gives a contradiction, and thus U is every-
where dense in X. 
It is noticed that if the restriction that the gener-
ating transformation of F be interior is removed, then the 
following result remains true; every F-invariant proper 
, 
closed subset of Xis nowhere dense in X implies that every 
F-invariant open subset of Xis everywhere dense in X. 
The following. results concern the nature of F-invariant 
subsets of a topological space Jrwhen (X, F) is transitive. 
Theorem 2.9: Let (X, F) be transitive, then 
.i) If Band Care Ftinvariant, open subsets of X such that 
BnC =¢, t hen either B;;::. ¢ or C = ¢. 
ii) If Band Care F-invariant, closed subsets of X such 
that B U C = X , then B = X or C = X. 
iii) If Band Care F-invariant subsets of X such that 
BnC =¢and BUC = X, then 
a) The interior of Bis empty or the interior of C is 
empty, and 
b) B = X or C = X 
iv) If Bis an F-invariant subset of X, then the interior 
of Bis empty or B = X. 
Proof: i) Suppose B and Care F-invariant open sub-
sets of X such that Bnc = ¢. If both Band Care non-
empty, then by Theorem 2.4, each of B and C is everywhere 
dense in. X. But each of Band C is open, hence, Bnc / ¢. 
This gives a contradiction, therefore, either B =¢or 
C = ¢. 
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ii) Suppose Band Care F-invariant closed subsets of 
X such that BUC = X. Suppose B and C are both proper sub-
sets of X, then by Theorem 2.5, both Band Care nowhere 
dense in X. The ref ore, BU C is nowhere dense in X since it 
is the union of two nowhere dense sets. This contradicts 
BUG = X and means that either B = X or G = X. 
iii) a) Suppose that both Band G contain interior 
points. Since Bis an F-invariant subset of X, we have 
B = BF. But B contains an open set and, therefore, con-
tains a transitive point since ex, F) is transitive, thus 
BF intersects every non-empty open set because this set is 
everywhere dense in X. Now since B = BF, we have B nG / ¢. 
b) Since ex, F) is transitive and BUG = X, then 
there is a point x in BUG such that xF = X. Suppose X£B, 
then xFCB because B is F-invariant. Thus B = X. 
Similarly, if x e: C we have C = X because G is also F-
in variant. 
iv) Suppose Bis an F-invariant subset of X and B con-
tains an interior point, then B contains a transitive point 
and thus B =BF= X. 
Theorem 2.10: The set of transitive points is F-in-
variant. 
Proof: Let Y be the set of transitive points. It is 
easily seen that if y E:. Y, then each point of yF is in Y. 
Let f be the generating function for F, then f (Y) C ¥. 
Suppose there is a point z €: [Y-f(Y)] . Now Y is non-empty, 
and f is onto. Since f(X) is everywhere dense in X and X 
is a compact metric space f(X) = x. Therefore, there is a 
point x e:X such that f(x) = z. This neans that xF::> zF 
because z is a transitive point, thus x£: Y and 
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f(x.) = z e:. f(Y). But by assumption z E:.[Y-f(Y~ and th is gives 
a contradiction. Thus, f(Y) = Y, and Y is F-invariant. 
Given a transitive continuous function f from a topo~ 
logical space S onto Sand a homeomorphism g from S onto a 
topological space X, it will now be shown how one can con-
struct a transitive continuous function from X onto ,X. 
Theorem 2.11: Let f be a transitive continuous func-
tion from a topological space S onto Sand let g be a homeo-
•• 4 --1 
morphism from S onto a topological space X. Then gfg is 
a transitive continuous function from X onto X. 
Proof: -1 . . . Clearly gfg 1.s con t1.nuous as the c ompos 1. te of 
three continuous functions. 
Since f is transitive on·s, there is a point se: S such 
~ n 
that U f (s) = S. Now g is a homeomorph. ism, so there is n=O 
exactly one point x1 E: X such that g(s) = x1 . This means 
-1 
that g (x1) = s. It is also seen that 
( f -l)n( ) fn -le ) .... g g. x1 = g g xl . 
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Choose an arbitrary point x I c X. It will now be shown 
that 
-1 . 
Now g (x 1 ) e:. S 1 and s is a trans-x'c: ~ng-lc:0·= ------1 w:> n 
itive point with respect to f so g (x 1 ) E: U f Cs). 
n=O 
Case 1: If there is an integer rnZ O such that 
rn ~l rn -1 
f Cs) = g (x') then gf g (x1 ) = x'. Hence, ; 
c...o n -1 
x'€. LJ gf g (x1 ). n=O 
Case 2: Suppose there is no integer rn such that 
frn(s) = g- 1 (x 1 ), then, since f;J0fn(s) is dense in S, g- 1 (x') 
c.t> 
is a limit point of kJ 0fn(s). Therefore, there is a sub-
sequence {fni(s)} of {fn(s)J:0 that converges to g-
1 (x'). 
-1 {. n i [ -1 11-, -1 Nows= g (x1 ) so f g (xL~J converges tog (x') and 
Di -1 
since g is continuous {gf ! __ ~:1 ).2__:~::erges to 
-1 u""""' n -1 g(g (x')}= x'. Thus, x'E:.. n=Ogf g Cx1) and, since x' is an 
arbitrary point of X, gfg-l is transitive. 
CHAPTER III 
SPEGIAL CASES AND EXAMPLES 
It seems reasonable and desirable at this point to in-
vestigate the existence of transitive continuous functions 
in particular cases. The existence of transitive continuous 
functions will now be established by means of examples, and 
some theorems will be proved for particular topological 
spaces. 
In Example 3.1, a transitive continuous function from 
the closed unit interval into itself is established. 
Example 3 .1: The follc:w ing function f is a continuous 
mapping of the closed unit interval I onto itself such that 
there exists a transitive point x~ I: 
f(x) 
In general 
_ J2x, 0::f.x~t 
-1_ 2-2~, t~x~l 
n {2nx-K, K/2n~x~(K+l)/2n, K even 
f (x) = n n n 




Notice that fn maps the · interval [K/2n, (K+l)/2n] onto 
I. 
J of) • • f ~f: Let Lgn} n=l be a countable base, cons 1.s ting o 
open intervals, for the topology for the interval I (for 
15 
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example, int~ivals with rational centers and tational 
length). Then given any open s,e t U of I there exists a base 
element gi such that gi C..U. A sequence of closed nested 
" 
intervals will be defined inductively. Let [a1 , b~ = g1 . 
Choose an integer n1 such that 4( l/2n1 ) ~ b1 -a1 , then 
n1 . n1 
f [ a 1 , b1] = I, and s 1.nce f is a continuous func tian, 
there exists a closed subinterval [a2 , bi} C [a1 , 1:;>1] such 
that fn 1 [a2, b2]cg1. In general, given[ak, bk] , choose 
an integer nk such that 4(1/2nk)£: bk - ak, then 
fnk [ ak, bk] = I, and since fnk is continuous, there exists 
a subinterval [ak+l' bk+l] of [ak' bk] such that 
fnk [ ak+l' bk+ 1J C. gk. 
The sequence {[ak, bJ} satisfies the following: 
1) [ak+l' bk+ll C [ak' bJ 
2) Given a base element gn°there exists an integer m such 
that fm [ an+l' bn+l] C gn. 
= 
Let x = (}_ 1 [ a , b "1 then n- .n nJ 
nl( ) ' n2c ) fnk( ) ... f X e g1 , f X E. g2 7 • • • . X €. gk, 
= m 
Therefore, m~Of (x) forms an everywhere . dense set in I 
by Theorem 2.1. (Figure 1). 
An interesting theorem concerning continuous functions 
on the unit interval is now given. 
Theorem 3.1: Let f be a continuous function such that 
f(I) = I (I is the unit interval). Then f 2 = f(f) allows at 
least two fixed points in I. 
Proof: If fallows two fixed points, then f 2 allows 
two fixed points, and the proof is co'mplete. Suppose f 




point must be an interior point pf the interval. He.nee, 
f(O)>O and f(l)< 1. Suppose pis the fixed point. It 
follows that there ex;ists c, O~c ..::.p, such tha_t f(c) = 1. 
Hence, f(c, p) ::;)fp, JJ . Similarly, there exists. a point 
d, pc::.d~l, such that £(d) = 0. Let ee: (c, p) such that 
f(e) = d. Then'·f~(e) = 0. Now either f 2 (0) = 0 or there 
2 
exists x. such that Qc:.x~ e and f (x) = x. 
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Example 3 .2..:. The follcwing function f is a c-ontinuous 
mapping of the closed unit square Ix I onto itself such 





f .(x,y) = 
(2x,2y), O~x~l/2, O~y~l/2 
(2x, 2-2y), Os: x ~ 1/2, 1/2~ y~ 1 
I ~ I (2-2x, 2y), 1 2:::x-1, Ofry~l 2 
(2-2x, 2-2y), 1/2= x~ 1, 1/2 ~ y ~ 1 
(2nx-k, 2°y-j), k/2n ~ x ~ (k+l)./2n, . 
j/2n~ y~'(j-i:1)/2n, :k, j even 
(2nx-k, ( j+l)-2ny), k/2n bx~ (k+l)/2n, 
j/2n~ y~ (j+l)/2n, k even, j odd 
((k+J).,.2nx, 2ny-j), k/2n£= x~ (k+l,)/2~, 
j/2n== y ~ (j+l) /2n, k odd, j e-ven 
( (k+l)-2nx, (j+l)-2ny), k/2n:::- x;: (k+l) /2n, 
j/2n~ y ~(j+L)/2n, k, j odd 
O~k""-2n, O~j~2n, k,j integers. 
Notice that fn maps the rectangle k/2ns x$ (k+l.)/2n, 
j/2n!=' y ~ (j+l)/2n onto IXI. 
Proof: i) f(x,y) is continuous. 
It is first shown that f ( 1/2, 1/2) = (1, 1) in each 
representation for f. f(l/2, 1/2) = (2(1/2), 2(1/2)) = 
(1, 1}, f(l/2, 1/2) = (2(1/2), 2--2(1/2)) = (1, 1), 
f(l/2, 1/2) = (2-2(1/2), 2(1/2)) = (1, 1), and 
f(l/2, 1/2) = (2-2(1/2), 2-2(1/2)) = (1, 1). 
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It will now be shown that for each open neighborhood U 
of f (x0 , y0 ) of radius e., there exists an open neighborhood 
V of (x0 , Yo) of radius & such that if· (x,y) e: V, then 
f(x,y)~U. 
Choose an arbitrary €. >0 and suppose O ~ x 0 -' 1/2, 
, 0~ Yo~ 1/2. f (f(x,y), f(x0 , y 0 ))LC: implies 
/(2x:·2x0 )27(2y-2y0 )2.l€ implies 4 [Cx-x0 ) 2 + (y-y 0 ) 2]L E. 2 
h . h. . 1. . ( , ) 2 - ( , ) 2 2/4 - ·1 r •. = c· 2./4 W l.C . I.mp I.es X.;.XQ ·· + y.:.y0 -·4'-.:; SO · et O.., ,;;;.. 
and choosec. small enough so that 06-x-41/2,· O~y "'-.1/2. 
Hence, it is seen that P(f(x,y), f(x0 , y0 )),6 whenever 
PC (x,y), (x0 , y0 ))..c. { in this case. 
Now suppose O ~ x 0 ~ 1/2, 1/2""- y 0 -b. l, then 
~f (x, y), f Cx0 , y 0 )) = 1c;;:;~~) 2 -+ -c2·-2y-2+2y 0 ) 2 
4 [ (x-x0 ) 2 + (y-y0 ) 2] L E. 2 , so let~= e.2 /4. 
implies 
The other two cases are done similarly. 
ii) f is onto. 
Le t ( a , b) € I XI • 
Case 1: Suppose 0£:a~l/2, O~b~l/2. Let x = a/2, 
and y = b/2, then f(x,y) =~(a/2), 2(b/2)) = (a, b). 
Case 2: Suppose O~a~ 1/2, 1/2~ b~ 1. Let x = a/2, 
and y = (2-b)/2, then 
f(x,y) = (2(a/2), 2-2((2-b)/2)) = (a, b). 
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Case 3: Suppose 1/2*-a~l, 0$b~l/2. Let 
X = (2-a)/2, and y = b/2, then 
f(x,y) = (2-2((2-a)/2), 2(b/2)) - (a, b). 
Case 4: Suppose 1/2 =a6- 1, 1/2 6 b ~ 1. Let 
x = (2-a)/2 and y = (2-b)/2, then 
f(x,y) = (2~2((2-a)/2), 2-2((2-b)/2)) = (a, b). 
Hence, f is onto. 
iii) There ex.is ts a transitive point (x,y) €!XI. 
Let tGn} QG) be a countable base for the topology for 
. n=l 
!XI consisting of open rectangles (for example, rectangles 
with rational centers, rational length and rational width). 
Then given an open set U of I, there exists a base element 
Gi such that Gi CU. A sequence of closed nested rectangles 
will be defined inductively. Let A1 = a1. Choose an 
integer n1 such that 4(1/2nl) ~ min (length A1, width Ai), 
then fnl(A 1 ) = I and since fnl is a continuous funct~on, 
there exists a closed subrectangle A2 C.A1 such that 
fnl(A2) CG1. In general, given Ak C G1 , choose an integer 
nk such that 4(1/2nk)~ min (length Ak, width Ak), then 
fnk(Ak) = rxr and since fnk'. is. continuous, there, e'.]fis:t:s a 
subrectangle Ak+l of Ak such that fnk(Ak+l) CGk. 
The sequence {Ak} satisfies the following conditions: 
1) Ak+l CAk. 
2) Given a base element Gn there exists an integer m such 
that fm(An+l) C.Gn . 
.... 
Let (x,.y)= n. 1A , then n= n 
f nl ( x , y) €. G 1 , f n 2 ( x , y ) E: G 2 , 
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_,, m 
Therefore, m~Of (x,y) forms an everywhere dense set in 
I by Theorem 2.1. 
It should be evident to the imaginative reader that one 
could construct an example of a transitive continuous func-
tion from In to In . 
It seems reasonable to believe that if f :X~X is a 
transitive continuous function and g:x~x is a homeo-
morphism, then g(f) is a transitive continuous function. 
The following theorem will show that this is not necessarily 
true. 
Theorem 3.2: Let f :A-+A be a transitive continuous 
function and let g:A~A be a homeomorphism, then g(f) is not 
·necessarily a transitive function. 
Proof: Let 
-- {2X, 0 ~ X ~ 1/2 f(x) 
2-2x, 1/2 :!!: X.6 1 
then f:I-+I is transitive continuous by a previous example. 
Let g(x) = x 2 , then g is a homeomorph ism from I on to I. 
g(f(x)) = {
4x2 , 0 e: X:: 1/2 
4x2-8x+4, 1/2 ~ x~ 1 
If O~x!:l/4, then 06g(f(x))~l-/4, hence 0::(gf)n-' 1/4. 
Let F = {h:h(x) = (gf)n(x) for some non-negative integer n}. 
By Theorem 2.3, we have x is'transitive with respect to 
F if and only if given two non-empty open sets U and V of X, 
then uF n v= I ¢. 
Let Ube the open interval (1/16, 1/8) and let V be the 
open interval (S/8, 3/4) then UF C [O, 1/4] and hence, 
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UFnV = ¢. Therefore, g(f) is not transitive. 
An example of a transitive continuous functicm from the 
open unit interval onto itself will now be given. 
~xample 3.3: Example of a transitive continuous func-
tion from the open unit interval o.nto the open unit inter·-
val. 
that is, 
R1 = L1 = ($/12, l/6) (7/l2, 5/6) 
y-1/6 = 4(x-5/12) 
or, y = 4x-3/2 5/12~ x~ 7/12 
L2 = (l/4, 1/8) (l/3, l-l/6) 
In. general, if k .2 2 
Lk = (l/2k, 1/4k) (l/(2k-1), 1-l/2(2k-l)) 
or y = ((Bk2-Bk+l)/2)x + (2-2k), l/2k~ x ~ l/(2k-l). 
Notice that the absolute value of the slope is greater 
than or equal to 4. 
L' . 1 = (l/3, 5/6) (5/12, 1/6) 
or, y = -Bx + 19/-6, 1/3 6 X .!: 5/12 
L' 2 = n/5, 1-1/10) (l/4, rm 
and in general if k.2 2 
L'k = (I/C2k+I), 1 .. 1/2('fi+l)) Cl/2k,· 1/4k) 
or, y = ((-Bk2+1)/2)x + 2k, 1/(2k+l)6x.:=l/2k. 
For k z. 2 we have 
Rk = (l-l/(2k-l), 1/2(2k-.t"Y'Y-CT-l/2k, 1-l/2(2k)) or, 
y-;:: (Bk2:.ak+l)x/2+(i6k~.,.24k2+'14k:;.2)/4k, l-l/(21<::.1~x~l-i/2.1.~ 
R' 1 = c1112, 5/6> c2/3, rm 
or, y = -Bx + 33/6, 7/12~x:E 2/3. 
In general, if k Z 2 we have 
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R'k = (l-l/2k, 1-l/2(2k)) t!-t/t'2''k+~(2k+l)) 
or, y = (-8k2+4k+l)x/2+(16k3 -8k2 -2k+l)/(4k+2) 
for l-l/2k.!:: x~ l-1/(2k+l). 
Now define f to be the function whose graph is 
JJiLkU<Jl1L'k) U <ift1~) U (k~1R'k). 
Choose an arbitrary open set UC (0,1) then U contains 
an open interval (a, b) . 
It will now be shown that. if (a, b) is any iqterval 
containing an interval of the form (1/(2k+l), l/2k), : 
(;l.'f2k-, J/(2~-.-1));. (1;..i,{(2k-J)", i·~.;;°1/21,(f; ")~ (1-.l/~., \-l/2k+l) 
and.'* is ~tiY point ·.in·· (O, 1) , the,n: ~here· exist1:1 ~1:1. integer n 
-······ . . ' . 
i5µch th~t. x.~ fn(a, 1:>). 
Case 1: Suppose (a,b) contains an interval of the form 
(1/2k, 1/(2k-1)). 
0 
Let Lk denote the domain 
range of Lk and similarly let 
I 
0f Lk and let Lk denote 
. rO 1! O I 
Lk and Lk Rk and~' 
and R~I denote the range and domain of L~, Rk' and R~ 




Lg = [l/2k, 1/(2k-1)] 
LkO= [1/(2k+l), l/2k] 
R~ = [l-1/(2k-l), l-l/2k] 
R~o= [1-1/2k,1-1/C2k+1V 
,L~ = [ l/4k, l-l/2(2k-1)] 
,L~I= [l/4k, l-l/2(2k+l)] 
,R~ = [l/2(2k-1), l-l/2(2k~ 
'I 
,Rk = [ l/2(2k+l), l-l/2(2k)]. 
Since (a, b) contains an interval of the form ~ 
{,1/2k:; .l/(2J.<-i)) by as·sumption then (a_,. b) :::>L~ thus 
0 I 
f(a, b) :J f(Lk) = ~- = [ l/4k, l'."'l/2(2k-1U ,= 
[l/2(2k); · l-l/2(2k~12J:J (1/.2(2k) ,l/(2(2k)-1)]:= L~1c· There-
fore' £(a-~, b) :,l,~k· whj.ch by·: the sa[l,le argument as used.; above 
Hence, in general 
fn(a, b):>f(L~n-lk) = [l/2n+lk,.l:l/(2n+lk~2)]. 
Now let x E: (O., 1) then there exists an integer j such that 
1/2J, min [d(x, 0), d(x, 1)] which means that l/2j"'-x"'l-l/2j. 
Now l/2j+lk=(l/2k)(l/2j)""- l/2j and l/2j >1/(2j+lk~2) · 
because 2j+lk-2 = 2(2jk-1) > 2j, therefore 
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-1/(2.j+lk-2)> -l/2j which means that l-1/(2j+lk-2)> l-l/2j. 
Therefore, l/2j+~k LxL. l-l/(2j+lk-2). Therefore, · in this 
case x e fj(a ,b) for some integer j .. Thus, U fn(a, b)::, I. 
n=O 
Case 2: Now suppose (a, b) contains an interval of the 
form [1/(2k+l), l/2k]. Then (a, b) contains ~ 0 , 
. '0 'I 
therefore, f(a., b):, f(Lk ) = Lk = [ l/4k, 1-l/2(2k+l)] :) 
[ l/2(2k+l) +l), l/2(2k)] = L~f; 
·Therefore,· f(a, b) -;:)L~~ which means that f 2 (a, b):, f(L~~) 
and by the same argument as used above, we have 
2 '0 '0 f (a, b).) L4 k = L22k. In general, 
,o n n 
fn(a, b) :J f(L2h-lk) = [_ 1/2 k, 1-1/2 k-2J • 
Now let x e: (0, 1), then there exists an integer j such 
j-1 
that 1/2 L min L d (x, 0), d(x, 1)] therefore, 
l/2j-l.i. xL. l-l/2j-l and by the same argument as used in 
Case 1, we have l/2jkLxLl-l/2jk-2 and in.this case 
x.€. f j(a, b) for some integer j. 
QC! n 
'I'hus, ~=Of (a, b):J I. 
Case 3: Now suppose (a, b) contains an interval of the 
fo.rm [1-1/(2k-1), l-l/2k] . Then (a, b). contains ~ 
thus, f(a, b).) f(Rf). = 8i = [1/2(2k-l), l-l/2(2k)J :) 
L1-1/c2c2k)-1), 1-1/2<2k)J = R~k· 
Therefore, f(a, b)::>R~k\whi.ch means that :r2 (a, ·b):>f(R~1? 
and by the same argument as above f 2 (a, b) :J Rf k = R~2k. 
In general,· fn(a,b) :::> f(R~n-lk) = [ l/(2nk-2), l-l/2nk] . 
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Let x€.(O, 1), then there exists an integer j such that 
l/2j.£ min L(d(x,0), d(x,l))J thus, l/2j-lL XL l-l/2j-l. 
By the argument used in Case 1, we have 
1/2j-l> l/(2jk-2) and l-l/2jk >l-l/2j-l hence, 
l/2jk-2<xLl-l/2j-l andXEE-fj(a, b) for some integer j. 
QC> . 
Thus, ~ofn(a, b) ::>I. 
Case 4: Suppose (a, b) contains an interval of the 
form [1-1/2k, 1-1/c2k+1)] , then ca, b) contains R~o. 
Thus, f(a, b):Jf(R~O) = R~1 = [l/2(2k+l), l-l/2(2k)_]:) 
. '0 
L1-l/2(2k-2), l-l/2(2k)] ·= R2k-l" 
Thus f 2 (a, b).:) f(R~g_ 1 ) thus by the same argument 
2 '0 '0 . 
f (a, b)?R4k_ 3 = R22(k-l)+l" In general 
n . 1 0 · 
f (a, ~)~f(R2n-l(k-l)+l) = 
[l/(2n:1 ck;.l)tl)~ l-'l(2~(k-1)+1)] . 
Let xe.(O, 1) then there exists an integer j such that 
l/2j.£ min [d(x, 0), d(x, 1)] which means that 
l/2j L x<'.. l-l/2j. Now l/(2j+l(k-l)+l) L l/2j and 
1-1/(2 j (k-1) +l.> 1 ... 1/2j, hence, 
1/(2j+l(k-l)+l< x£.l-l/(2j(k-l)+l. Therefore, x€. fj(a, b) 
for some integer j and, ·therefore, l'Jo, fn(a, b) = I. 
Now suppose (a, b).:, (1/3, 5/12) then 
f(a, b) ::> (1/6, 5/6) which contains t.2° hence, U fn(a, b):::) n=O 
(0, 1). 
Similarly, if (a, b) ::>(S/12, 7/12) or (2/3, 3/4) then 
0 o..o n 
f ( a , b ) cont a ins L2 hence , U f ( a , b ) ::) ( 0 , 1 ) . n=O 
Now suppose (a, b) does not contain any of the inter-
vals, and it will be shown that there is an integer k such 
k that f (a, b) contains one of the intervals and hence, 
Jlofk+n(a, b) == Hofk(a, b) :> (O, 1). 
It is observed that the absolute value of the minimum 
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slope of f is 4 which occurs on the interval 5/126 x. ~ 7 /12. 
Hence, given any subinterval (c, d) of L1 , 
I 0 
Ll ' R1 ' Rl ' Lk ' 
'0 0 '0 . 
Lk, Rk or Rk, then the arc length of f(c, d) is greater 
than or equal to 4d(c, d). 
Now f is a continuotfs function, therefore, for any 
subinterval (a, b)C.(O, 1)' we have f(a, b) is a continuous 
0 I 0 'O 
curve. Let Ik represent any of Ll, Ll, Rl, Rl' Lk' ~' 
0 '0 if (a, b) does contain 0 it must Rk, or Rk' then not an Ik' 
intersect at most two of them. Let (c1 , d 1 ) be the maximum. 
0 
intersection of f(a, b) with an Ik. Then arc length 
fn(c 1 , d 1 ).::: 4nd(c 1 , d 1 ). Then certainly there is an integer 
N N such that the inverse image off (c 1 , d1) contains an. 
0 LJ N+j Ik, then j==Of (c 1 , d 1 ):::>(0, 1) by the argument above, 
which means that nt2ofn(c 1 , d 1):) (0, 1). Thus, f is 
transitive. (Figure 2). 
It is well known that the open unit interval is homeo-
morphic to E1 , thus if one applies Theorem 2 .. 11 to Ex.ample 
3 .. 3, it is seen that there exists a transitive continuous 
function from E1 onto E1 . 
The next theorem will show that there does not exist a 
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Figure 2. Transitive continuous function on (0,1) 
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itself. It follows from Theorem 2.11 that there does not 
exist a transitive homeomorphi.sm from the reals onto the 
reals. 
Theorem 3.3: There is no transitive homeomorphism from 
the open unit interval (0,1) onto (0,1)., 
Proof: Suppose f: (0,1)-+ (0,1) is a homeomorphis111, then 
f is monotone and either lim f (x) = 0 and .lim f(x) - 1. , 
x~O :>c-1>1 
or lim f(x) = 1 and lir:ri f(x) = 0. 
x~O x:+l 
Suppose. f is monotone inc re as ing. We consider the 
following three cases: 
Case 1: f(x)~x for every xe. (0, 1). 
Choose a point a£ (O, 1), then f(x) > a for every x> a 
since f is monotone. Th is means that fn (x) ':> a for each 
in te ge r n = 1, 2 , · · · Therefore, f(a, l)C (a, 1) which 
means that f;n(a, l)C(a, 1) for an arbitrary aE.(0, 1) . 
. But then f is not transitive by Theorem 2. 2 because the set 
of transitive points of a transitive function must be dense 
in (0, 1). 
Case 2: Suppose there is a point a E'.. (0, .1) such that 
f(a) = a. Then since f is monotone increasing, we. have 
f(x) > a for all x :>a and f is not transitive by case 1. 
Case 3: f(x).:::. x for each x €. (0, 1). 
Choose an arbitrary point a ~(O, 1) then f(O, a)C (O,a) '>, 
and thus fn(o, a)C(O, a) and f is not transitive by 
Theorem 2 .2. 
Now suppose f is monotone decreasing, then lim f(x) = 1 
. x->O . 
and lim1f(x) = O, so there exists a point x 1 such that X.-+ . . 
f(x);;, x if x< x 1 and f(x)< x if x > x 1 . Let 
a:= x 1 + (1-x1 )/2, then f(a)~ a so let f(a) = b. Now if 
f ( b) L a , then f 2 ( b) < f ( a) = b and f 3 ( b) < f 2 ( a ) = f ( b) . 
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Continuing in this manner, we see that b!: fn(a) 4.. a so there 
is no integer k such that fk(a) > a thus F(b, a) n (a, 1) = ¢, 
and f is not transitive by Theorem 2.2. 
Now suppose f(b) ';J a, then f 2 (b)~ f(a) = b and 
f 3 (b)7f2 (a) = f(b)> a. Hence, if n is odd fn(a),b and if 
n is even, then fn(a) ::::>a. Thus, fn(a, 1) ~ b if n is odd 
n n 
and f (a, 1) > a if n is even, thus f · (a, 1) n (b, a) = ¢ and 
f is not transitive by Theorem 2.2. 
A. s. Besicovitch has proved that the following homeo-
morph ism is a transitive function from the plane into the 
plane Cl, 63) Define 
i¢ i¢ f(%)+S 
T(re ) = re e 
217' 
where f is periodic of period 21'r such that S f Cfi)d¢ = 0 
0 
and $ is an irrational multiple of 'fr. 
The previous example shows a transitive continuous 
1 1 
function on E x E . One is tempted to conjecture that if 
transitive functions exist on X and Y, they do on Xx Y. 
However, the next example will show that it· is possible to 
have transitive continuous functions on spaces X, Y and no 
transitive function on Xx Y. It is noticed, however, that 
Xis not a connected topological space. 
. c.tJ 
§xample 3.4: Let X = {1/n} U{O}, with the relative 
n::::l 
topology of the reals. Let f :X~ X be defined by 
f(l/n) = 1/(n+l), f(O) = O, then f is a transitive 
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continuous function. Moreover, it will be shown that any 
transitive function on Xis topologically equivalent to f. 
Let g be any transitive continuous function defined on 
X. Suppose x '/ y, x, yE.X and g(x) = g(y). 
Case 1: y = 0, x not a limit point of X-x. 
Let x0 be a transitive point then there is an integer n such 
that gn(x0 ) = x because xis not a limit point of X-x, 
hence, not a limit point of {gncx0 )] but x £·gnc'x~)·. 
Since g is continuous, for any sequence [xJ converging 
to zero, we have {gCxnij converges to g(O). Now the only 
limit point in the space is zero, therefore, g(O) = 0. 
Hence, for the point x 0 chosen above, we have 
gn+l(xo) = g(gn(xo)) = g(x) = g(y) = g(O) = O. 
Therefore, the orbit of x 0 under g is finite, namely 
x0 , g(x0 ), g2 (x0 ), · · ·, gn(x0 ) = xo. Thus g is not trans-
itive in th is case. 
Case 2: Suppose x '/ 0 and y '/ 0. 
In this case X~x = X-x and X~y = X-y. Assume x0 is a 
transitive point, then as in case 1 we have gn(x0 ) = x for 
some n and gm(x0 ) = 
the integers m, n. 
y for some m. 
Now g(g(x )) 
0 
Choose the smallest of 
n+l = g (x0 ) = g(x) = g(y) = 
If m = n, we have x = y, a contradiction. 
There is no loss in generality in assuming n > m, then . 
n = m+k for some integer k, therefore, gm+1 (x0 )=gn+l(x0 ) 
implies gm+lcxo) = gm+k+lcxo)' and thus g is periodic of 
period k at the point gm+l(x0 ), and, therefore, the orbit of 
x 0 under g is {x0 , g(x0 ), g2 (x0 ), • ·, gm+l(x0 ), • • ·,. 
gm+k(x0 )J which is finite. Hence, g is not transitive in 
case 2. 
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Hence, if x I y, we have g(x) I g(y) which implies that 
g is one-to-one. Now g is continuous and one-to-one and X 
is compact, therefore, g is a homeomorphism. 
It will now be shown that there is only one transitive 
point relative tog. 
Suppose x 0 /y 0 and x 0 F = y 0 F = X. Then x 0 f O and 
Yo IO since g(O) = 0. 
Thus, there is an integer n such that gn(x0 ) = y0 , and 
an integer m such that gm(y 0 ) = x 0 • Therefore, 
mn n m n 
g (y 0 ) = g (g (y 0 )) = g (x0 ) = y0 , and thus g is periodic 
at y0 of period mn. 
Define h:X~X as follows: h(x0 ) = 1, 
h(gn(x0 )) = 1/(n+l) and h(O) = h(g(O)) = 0, then his a 
homeomorphism. 
Now, 
hgh ~l(l/n) n-1 n / / = hg(g (x0 )) = hg (x0 ) = 1 (n+l) = f(l n) 
-1 
-hgh (0) = h(g(O)) = h(O) = f(O). 
Therefore, g is topologically equivalent to f. 
Hereafter when we speak of a transitive function on X 
we will mean the function f defined on page 29. 
Now let I= [O, 1] and let X be the space defined on 
page 29. 
Consider Xx I. I allows transitive functions and X 
allows transitive functions, but it will now be shown that 
there is no transitive function from X ~Ito Xx I. 
Suppose h:X x I ~Xx I is a transitive function. Let 
In = Xx(l/n), then h(In) Cik for some integer k because h is 
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continuous and because the continuous image of a connected 
set is connected. Define 1(1/n) = 1/k, and it is seen that 
i is transitive on X if h is transitive on Xx I. Thus, 
Furthermore, if his transitive at the point (1/n, x), 
then g is transitive at 1/n. But by the proof above g has 
only one transitive point, say p. Therefore, if h is 
transitive, then there exists x. such that O~x~l where his 
transitive at (p, x). 
Choose any point (p, x) E:. Ip, then :'q0hn(p,x) (') Ip=(p,x) 
because there exists no integer n0 ~ 0 such that gn°(p)=p 
because then g would be periodic at p. Therefore, 
- n n~Oh (p,x) n Ip = (p,x.) which means that 
_, n 
nl_JOh ( p, x) '/ X X I • 
Hence, h.is not transitive .. 
Now, as a Last result in this chapter a theorem con-
cerning the composite of two transitive functions is given. 
Theorem 3.4: The composite of two transitive functi0ns 
is not necessarily a transitive function·. 
Proof: What A. s. Besicovitch actually proved in the 
example mentioned above is that the foll0wing is·a tran-
sitive homeomorphism from the plane into the plane~ 
T(rei¢) = rei¢ef(¢)+ ~, 
whenever f is periodic and continuous of period 2 11' such 
. 21i 
that S f(¢)d¢ = 0, and S is an irrational multiple of 
0 
rr c1). 
Since Tis a homeomorphism, then T- 1 exists. Now 
T- 1(rei¢ef(.0')+G ) = rei¢ = 
T- 1 (rei¢) = rei¢e-f(¢)- & • 
i¢ f(¢)+ 6 C -f(¢)-,) th re e e , us, 
The function f is periodic of period 211', hence, 
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f(k) = f(k+21r), therefore, -f(k) = -f(k+21r) and it is. seen 
that -f is periodic of period 2 11" • Now 
s: 2 -f C¢)d¢= - S ~(¢)ct¢ = 0. Now b is an irrational 0 
multiple of fl', the ref ore, - t' is an irrational multiple of 
'T'( • Therefore, -f and - f; satisfy the conditions of 
Besicovitch 's example, and thus· T-l is a transitive func-
tion. Now ToT- 1 = I which is certainly not transitive. 
· CHAPTER IV 
ON THE.I;.IMIT OF ORBITS 
·-·· .. 
Definition 4.1: A single valued continuous trans-
formation, f(M) = M, of a compact space onto i.tself is said 
to be pointwise periodic if for each poin~ x. of M there is 
a positive integer n such that fn(x) = :x .• 
Remark: Such a transformation is necessarily one-to-
one, hence a homeomorphism. 
Definition 4.2: By. the orbit of a point x under f, or 
more briefly a point orbit, we shall mean the set of ally 
in M such that fn(x) = fm(y) for some integers m,n.ZO. 
The definition of component orbit under a pointwise 
periodic homeomorphism is given in Whyburn (7, 259) . The 
definition for an arbitrary function is given below. 
Definition 4.3: If C is a component of an invariant 
k n 
set G, then n~Of (C) is the component orbit of C relative 
to Gunder f. 
Definition 4.4: Let f(M) = M, then f is componentwise 
periodic if for each component C of M there is an integer 
n such that fn(C)C C. 
The following theorem concerning the limit set of a 
convergent sequence of point orbits is found in (3, 720) . 
Theorem A: · If M is a compact metric space, f(M) = M, 
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a pointwise periodic transformation, {Gi] a convergent 
sequence of point orbits under f with limit L, and if there 
is in L a connected set B such that f(B) = B, then L is 
connected. 
After looking at the problem from a different point o.f 
view, Schweigert was able to prove the following theorem 
from which Theorem A follows as a corollary ( 5, 964). 
Theorem B: If Mis a compact metric space, f(M) = M 
a pointwise periodic transformation and {Gi} a convergent 
sequence of closed component-orbits under f with limit set 
L, then Lis likewise a closed com~onent orbit. 
The first work with component-orbits was done by L. 
Whyburn (8). In her paper, she studies the set of points 
that remian fixed under a topological transformation of a 
set M into itself. It is shown that the components of the 
complement of such a set of fixed points in M fall into 
groups of two types. 
Haddock generalized Whyburn's results by relaxing the 
condition that the transformation be topological (2). 
The results of Theorem A were localized by A. D. 
Wallace ( 6, · 65). He obtained the following results. 
Theorem C: Let f :X~ X be a pointwise periodic homeo-
morphism on the totally disconnected locally compact 
Hausdorff space X, let a€ X and let A be an open set about 
a. If fm(a) = a, then there is a compact open set V with 
a e:. V = fm ( V )CA . 
~llary: If f :X~X is a pointwise periodic homeo-
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morphism on the locally compact totally discon~ected 
Hausdorff space X and if A is a compact open set in X, then 
there is an integer n such that 
It occurred to me that one should be able to generalize 
Schweigert's results also. The purpose of this chapter is 
to generalize Theorem B by dropping the condition that the 
space be metric and by relaxing the condition that the 
transformation be topological. 
Theorem 4.1: If Mis a compact Hausdorff space, 
f (M) = M a continuous, componentwise periodic, monotone 
transformation, {GJ a convergent sequence of closed com-
ponent orbits under f with limit L, then Lis likewise a 
closed component orbit. 
In order to prove the theorem, a sequence of lemmas 
will first be presented. 
Lemma 1: Under the conditions of the theorem f(L) = L, 
and Lis closed. 
Proof: (a) f(L)CL. Let x be a point of L, then 
since L is a limit set, there is a sequence [xL} of points 
in [Gt} such that the sequence {x{} converges to x. Now 
f(xi) is in Gi for each i and since f is continuous 
{f(xi)J converges to f(x). Since f(x) is the limit of a 
sequence of points of {Gi} , we have f(x) is in L. 
Therefore f(L) CL. 
(b) L C. f(L). Let x be a point of L. It will be 
shown that there is a pointy in L such that f(y) = x. 
(1) 
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Since x is in L, there is a sequence [x J of points 
converging to x such that xi is in Gi for each i. Now 
f- 1 (xi) is a connected set contained in Gi since f is mono-
tone and Gi is a component orbit. Consider the sequence 
{f-1 (xi)] , this sequence of connected sets has a limit 
set, say B, since Mis a compact space and Bis contained in 
L since L is the sequential limit set of {Gi} . Therefore, 
Bis non-empty and contained in L. 
Choo.se a point y in :a, we wish to show that f(y) = x. 
Since y is in B, there ex.is ts a sequence of points {Y .i} in 
the sequence of sets {f-1 (xi)} such that f y j} converges to 
y. Now yj in f- 1 (xi) implies that f(yj)Cf(f- 1 (xi)) = xi, 
therefore, f(yJ.) = x · which implies that {f(y .)] converges 
1 . J 
to x, but since the function is continuous {f(y j)} converges 
to f(y). Thus, f(y) = x since the limit is unique. 
Hence L C.f(L). (2) 
(1) and (2) imply that L = f(L). 
Since Lis the limit of a sequence of closed sets, it 
is closed. 
Lemma 2: Under the conditions of the theorem if 
t=L1 U L2 is a separation of L into components, then 
fn(Li) = Li, i=l, 2 for some n=l, 2, · · ·. 
Proof: Assume the conclusion is false, then we may 
assume that fn(L1 ) -/- L1 for all n. Therefore, fn(L1 ) = L2 
for all n . since f (L) C:. L by the proof of Lemma 1 and since f 
is monotone. This means that f(L2 ) = f(fn(~1 ))=fn+lc~i)=L2 . 
Therefore, L1 is not the image of a component of L contrary 
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to the proof of Lemma 1 that L C f(L). This gives a c,ontra-
diction. 
Thus, fn(Li)· = Li, i = 1, 2 for some n::.:; 1, 2, • · · 
Lemma 3: Under the conditions of the theorem, let Ak 
be the orbit of a component k of M. If j is a component of 
M and j is in Ak, then Ak = Aj. 
Proof; Since j is in Ak then fn(j) = fm(k) for some 
integers m and n, therefore, k is in A j by the definition of 
component orbit. 
Let g be a component of Aj, then there are integers s 
and t such that fs(g) = f~(j). But we have fn(j) = fm(k) 
which implies that for all integers i > 0, fn+i(j) m+i = f Ck) 
so there is no loss of generality in supposing that n >t. 
Therefore, 
fs+n-t(g) = fn(j) = fm(k), 
so that g is in Ak. Thus, Aj C Ak. 
By choosing a component h of Ak and repeating the argu-
ment, we see that Ak C Aj· Thus Ak = Aj· 
This means that the orbits, such as Ak, are disjoint 
when different. 
Proof of the theorem: It has been shown· that f (L) = L 
and Lis closed. It must now be shown that Lis a component 
orbit. 
( 1) If L is connected, then L is already a component 
relative to itself and since f(L) = L, Lis a component 
orbit. 
(2) Assume Lis not connected. 
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Let K0 be a component of Land let f(K6) = K1 , 
f(K1) = K2 , · · ·, f(Km-l) = Km, f(Km) = K0 , so that K0 , K1 , 
m 
· · ·, Km is a component orbit and let K = U Ki· It will 
i=O 
be shown that K = L. 
Assume KIL, then Lis separated and closed. Hence, 
there exists a neighborhood V of K having the property that 
the boundary F(V) is disjoint with Land also Vis disjoint 
with L-K, that is, 
FCv> n L = ¢, CM-v) n L I ¢. 
Since K0 is in L, there ex.is ts a sequence of components 
{Ai} such that Ai is in Gi and {Ai) converges to K0 • 
Since almost all Ai are in V, we may suppose a11 are in V. 
For each i, let Bi be the first component in the sequence 
f(Ai), f 2(Ai), · · · belonging to M-V. We may again suppose 
Bi exists for all i_ because almost all Gi must intersect .. 
M-V. A subsequence of {Bi), which we may suppose is the 
whole sequence, converges to a component C of L n (M-V). 
- 1 , > · f · d Now the sets f Bi are connected since 1.s monotone, an 
they are in V, furthermore, they are contained in a sequence 
of components because the components are the maximal con-
nected sets. By an argument like that given in part (b) of 
· the proof of Lemma 1, there is a subsequence {DJ of the 
sequence {f-1(Bi)} converging to a limit set D such that 
D n f- 1(c) I¢ and D is in (Vf'L)-K because if D were in K, 
then f (D) C C would be in K. 
It will now be shown that f- 1(c) is in (V n L)-K. 
Since f(L) = L by Lemma 1, we have f- 1(C) is in L. Suppose 
f-1 (C) is not in V, then f- 1 (C) = DUE where Dis in VnL 
and E is not in V and since F(V) Ii L = ¢, we have on E = i. 
Now if Dn E and i5nE are non-empty, their point of inter-
section must be in F(V) but each set is in L, hence their 
point of intersection is in L because Lis closed. This 
contradicts F(V)nL = ¢. 
Since f:- 1 (C)C (vn L)-K, there exists an integer N1 
such that f- 1 (B·)liA· = rl for i:;:,,N1 because if . l. l. )0 
f- l (Bi) 11 A i / ¢ for a 11 i = 1 , 2 , · · · , we c ou ld find a 
subsequence of the {f-1 (Bi)} that converges to K0 and 
f(K0 ) / C because f(K 0 ) is in K. 
In the same way, the connected sets f~2(Bi) are in V 
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for i >N1 , and we may argue as above that f-2cc) is in 
(V/"tL)-K, and there exists an integer N2 > Ni such that 
f- 2 (Bi)I') Ai = fJ. Again, f- 3 (Bi) for i >N2 are in V and 
f- 3 (C) is in (V()L)-K so find N3 >N2 such that f- 3 (Bi)()Ai=fJ. 
If we continue in this manner, we will obtain f-ncc) is 
in V contrary to the periodicity at C which would require 
that f-n(c)n C /. fJ for some n, where CCM-V. 
Corell~~ If Lcontains a fixed point or a fixed com-
ponent, then Lis connected. 
The proof of the corollary follows immediately from the 
proof of the theorem. 
The following example shows that Theorem 4.1 is 
actually a generalization of Theorem B. Al though the 
example is trivial, the imaginative reader can easily see 
that more complicated examples can be constructed in a 
similar manner. 
Ex.ample 4~ Ex.ample of a continuous componentwise 
periodic, monotone transformation which is not pointwise 
periodic. 
Let M = C0,1] with the relative topology from the 
reals. 
Define 3/2x, 0 :!!: x. ~ 1/3 
f(x.) = 1/2, 1/3 ~ x. ~ 2/3 
3/2x.-1/2, 2/3 ~ x. ~ 1 
Clearly f is a continuous monotone transformation. Since 
M has only one component, namely M itself, and f(M) = M, 
then f is componentwise periodic. However, f is not 




The primary objectives of this paper are to study the 
orbit of a point under a transitive continuous function, to 
construct some examples of transitive continuous functions 
in particular topological spaces and to consider the limit 
of a convergent sequence of components under a componentwise 
periodic monotone transformation. 
The orbit of a point x and transitive function are 
defined, then in Chapter II some fundamental properties of 
transitive functions are proved. Included among these 
results is a theorem which states that a point x is tran-
sitive with respect to F if and only if, given two arbitrary 
non-empty open subsets of the space X, then UFn V '/ ¢. This 
result is used extensively in Chapter III to construct 
examples of transitive continuous functions. There a tran-
sitive continuous function is constructed from the closed 
unit interval into itself. A transitive continuous function 
from the open ,unit interval into itself is also constructed. 
It follows from this that there exists a transitive contin-
uous f . f 1 . 1 unction rom E into E-. 
One of the main results of this paper is given in 
Chapter IV. It states that if Mis a compact Hausdorff 
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space, f(M) =Ma continuous, componentwise periodic, 
monotone transformation [Gi1 a convergent sequence of closed 
component orbits under f with limit L, then L is likewise 
a closed component orbit. This is a generalization of a 
theorem due to Schweigert (5) ~ 
The fallowing are some questions for further study. 
What are necessary and sufficient conditions on a function 
to insure that it is transitive? What restrictions must be 
placed on the space X to insure that a transitive function 
exists on X? For any continuous mapping f:X-+X let 
T = {x:x is transitive with respect to x), 
A = {x: there is a· g in F such that g(x.) - xJ and 
L = (x: the limit of fn (x) exists} 
Are there other points and can they be characterized? 
Given an everywhere dense set A is there. an F such that A is 
the set of transitive points of F. 
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